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Get a jump start on using this brand-new Web creation tool from  Microsoft. Built from the ground up using current Web standards,  Expression Web make it easy to create pages that look good in all  browsers. Mirroring the program’s focus on standards, the book shows  you how to use Cascading Style Sheets to build consistent, easy to  navigate  designs. CSS newcomers will welcome the plain-spoken  approach to a sometimes intimidating topic. Old hands at CSS will find  plenty of tips on using Expression Web’s many style tools, which are  some of the best available in any Web creation program.  
 
  Packed with more than 600 screenshots, the book goes beyond crafting  good-looking single pages. Instead, it shows you how to use templates  to generate whole sites with uniform, yet creative, layouts that can be  reconfigured with the click of a button. You’ll also learn how to give  sites extra polish with interactive behaviors and forms.   Microsoft Expression Web: Visual Quickstart Guide contains exactly what  you need to get started building standards-compliant Web sites, using  this powerful tool.
 
     About the Author
   
Nolan Hester has written more than a dozen books for Peachpit Press, including the best-selling Creating a Web Page with Dreamweaver: Visual QuickProject Guide and Retouching Photos in Photoshop Elements: Visual QuickProject Guide. He is also the author of two editions of Microsoft Office FrontPage for Windows: Visual QuickStart Guide.
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Oculoplastics and Orbit: Aesthetic and Functional Oculofacial Plastic Problem-Solving in the 21st CenturySpringer, 2009
The 8 recurring volumes of the "Essentials in Ophthalmology" series cover the most recent developments in one of eight subspecialties in Ophthalmology. With four volumes published per year, each subspecialty is newly visited every 24 months, with a distinct focus on recent developments. By bridging the gap between original research and...
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IBM Certification Study Guide Aix HacmpIBM Press, 1999
The AIX and RS/6000 Certifications offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful and often complex environments of AIX and RS/6000. A complete set of professional certifications is available. It includes:

	IBM...
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Effect of Mechanical and Physical Properties on Fabric HandWoodhead Publishing, 2005

	The phenomena of fabric hand is one of the most significant characteristics in determining fabric marketing, and providing the fabric scope of end-uses, performance, and appearance.


	For several decades, the study of fabric hand has attracted interest of research and development in engineering groups, textiles and fiber scientists,...
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Professional SharePoint 2010 AdministrationWrox Press, 2010

	Thorough coverage of the improvements and changes to SharePoint 2010


	SharePoint 2010 boasts a variety of incredible new features that will challenge even the most experienced administrator who is upgrading from SharePoint 2007. Written by a team of SharePoint experts, this book places a takes aim at showing you how to make these...
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Microsoft Dynamics Sure Step 2010Packt Publishing, 2011

	Investing in a business application—be it managing one's customers, tracking inventory, coordinating global resources, or just being able to get real-time visibility to cash flow—has never been so important. Gone are the days when companies invested in business applications, such as CRM and ERP, to simply streamline their...
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123 PIC Microcontroller Experiments for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Microchip continually updates its product line with more capable and lower cost products. They also provide excellent development tools. Few books take advantage of all the work done by Microchip. 123 PIC Microcontroller Experiments for the Evil Genius uses the best parts, and does not become dependent on one tool type or version, to...
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